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Introduction
Pernuorosulfonic acid (PF$A) ionomers are commonly used as the electrolyte in proton exchange membrane fue l cells (PEMFCs) due to their high proton conductivity. good chemica l stability.
and mechanical integrity. For this class of materials. the degree of hyd ration strongly influences the mec hanical and physical properties. The proton conductivity is dramatically enhanced by hydration. and the mechanical properties of the membrane are directly linked to the water uptake [1-61. which in turn innu ences the mechanical behavior of the membrane and fuel cell lo ngevity [7- 121. For example. mechan ical failures in membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) have been predpitated solely by cycling between wet and dry operating conditions without elec tric potential or reactive gases [10.13.141 . Furthermore. water absorption of a partially constrained membrane during fuel cell operation res ults in swelling-induced suesses that may affect rhe lo ng-term mechanical be havior and du ra bility of t he membranes [2.11.12.15.16 [. Thus. characterizing the mechanical behavior of swollen I'FSA membranes is important for understanding the 
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mechanical response of polymer electrolyte membranes (I'EMs) and to the development of new PFSA-based membranes for fuel cell applications. [n particular. it is important to obtain a mathemati cal formulation of t he constitutive respo nse so that the membrane response can be incorporated into mechanics-based modeling efforts.
A swollen PFSA membrane can be characterized as vaporequilibrated if the membra ne is equilibrated in air (or another gas) with a given relative hu midity (RH) ; and liquid-equilibrated (wet) if the membrane is immersed in and equilibrated with liquid water. Some researchers [17] [18] [19] [20] ha ve suggested that the capacity for water uptake of a membrane in saturated water vapor (at 100% re lative humidi ty) differ fro m that in liquid water at the same tem perature. e.g. Schroeder's paradox 1211. a subject of debate in the literature [17-19.22-25) . A complete investigation on this topic is beyond the scope of the current work. Th us. we wil l in the discus sion that follows dis tinguish between if t he membrane has been equilibrated in saturated water vapor or in liquid water and how this affects t he deformation behavior ohhe membrane. We believe this will give further insight and lead the way toward an unraveling of Schroder's paradox.
The phase of the external water (e.g. vapor vs. liquid). as well as membrane pretreatment procedures. have been shown to cause significant changes in the measured physical [18.23.25.26) and mechanical properties [6, [27] [28] [29] . The mechanical response of Nafion ® membranes 1 at various degrees of swelling has recently been a focus of a number of studies [1] [2] [3] 5, 6, [27] [28] [29] [30] . The con stitutive response of PFSA-based membranes swollen at various temperatures and hydration levels for various ions were inves tigated by Kawano et al. [6] and Kundu et al. [29] based on measurements from a dynamic mechanical analyzer. Experimen tal data on the temperature and humidity dependent tensile stress-strain response was reported by Tang et al. [1] and later by Solasi et al. [2] for Nafion ® 112 and 111 membranes, respectively. Liu et al. [3] studied the tensile loading and stress-relaxation behav ior of vapor-equilibrated Nafion ® 117 membranes, examining the effects of strain rate and counterion type. Solasi et al. [27] developed a viscoplastic model to reproduce the experimental results for the strain-rate dependence and the stress-relaxation behavior of the membrane. Recent work by Majsztrik et al. [4] and Satterfield and Benziger [28] focused on the experimental and theoretical investi gation of the time-temperature-dependent viscoelastic response of PFSA membranes swollen at various humidities. In addition, the structural transformation of PFSA membranes has been stud ied at meso-and nano-scales and at various stretch ratios [31, 32] . Kusoglu et al. [30] showed that the characteristic features of the tensile stress-strain curve of the vapor-equilibrated PFSA mem branes, i.e. membranes swollen in water vapor (humid air) at a controlled humidity, can be captured by G'Sell-Jonas constitu tive model [33] at various humidities and temperatures. However, the constitutive behavior of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes has yet to be described in detail. Even though the vapor-to-liquid transition of PFSA membranes has been described in the litera ture through water sorption mechanisms and/or nanostructural changes [18, 25, 26, [34] [35] [36] [37] , the associated effects on the constitutive response has not been investigated.
In this work, the constitutive behavior and water uptake of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes are investigated by means of tensile testing of Nafion ® 112 membranes in a custom-built temperature-controlled water bath and compared with our pre vious work on vapor-equilibrated membranes [1, 30] . We will first explore the effect of vapor-to-liquid transition on the resulting con stitutive behavior and then show that the experimentally obtained behavior can be characterized via the large-deformation constitu tive equations of rubber-like materials defined by Mooney [38] , Rivlin [39] and Ogden [40] . Based on these formulations, the mate rial parameters for each model are obtained by matching the experimental uniaxial stress-strain data to the theory at tested temperatures. Finally, the theory of nonlinear rubber viscoelasticity is used to investigate the relaxation behavior of PFSA membranes immersed in water at room temperature.
Experiments

Experimental setup
We conducted ex situ tensile tests of pretreated Nafion ® 112 membrane (nominal thickness of 52 /m and equivalent weight (EW) of 1100 g mol −1 ), in a custom-built water bath with a temperature-controlled heater fitted to an MTS Alliance TM RT/5 material testing system. The membranes are pretreated by boil ing in 3% hydrogen peroxide, 0.5 M sulfuric acid and deionized water (DI), respectively, for 1 h each followed by drying at room temperature for 24 h. The tensile test setup is shown in Fig. 1 [1] . Due to the processing conditions, two distinct material directions Nafion ® membrane is a commercially available PFSA-based membrane com monly used in PEMFC applications. Nafion is a registered trademark of E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co.
exist in the plane of the membrane: machine direction (MD) and transverse direction (TD). Consequently, at each temperature, five specimens were tested in each of the directions. The specimen was aligned with the machine axis and clamped in a pair of vise-action grips ( Fig. 1 ) so that the gauge length was approximately 50 mm as determined by the grip separation. After the bath was filled with distilled water, the temperature was increased to the desired temperature and allowed to stabilize. During this process the mem brane expands due to the water absorption. When the temperature had stabilized, we manually adjusted the crosshead until the com pressive stress, developed in the specimen due to swelling, was brought back to zero. The crosshead change is assumed as the inplane dimensional change of the membrane in liquid water at the temperature investigated, and the new, total length is the unde formed swollen length, L sw , which is also used as the gauge length of the specimen for the calculation of the strain due to loading. The swelling strain, ε sw , is defined as the change in the undeformed swollen length with respect to membrane's initial length before any water uptake, L dry :
A constant crosshead displacement rate of 0.2 mm min −1 was used throughout the tests. Stress and strain were then cal culated from the force-displacement data recorded during the tensile testing. Typically, strains are reported as engineering strains, ε eng = !L/L sw , i.e. the change in the length of the deformed, swollen membrane, !L sw , with respect to the initial, undeformed swollen length, L sw . However, true strain is a more accurate measure -in particular for large-deformations -and is determined from the relation:
As an alternative measure of deformation, the stretch ratio is defined by
For each specimen equilibrated in liquid water (before tensile testing), we measured the swollen thickness, t sw , and swollen width, w sw , at three locations along the membrane with a micrometer and a caliper, respectively, and used the averages of these three mea surements as the nominal dimensions of the membrane swollen in liquid water. The engineering stress, eng , is then calculated by dividing the measured force, F, by the swollen cross-sectional area normal to the loading direction, i.e.:
Also, in order to obtain an accurate description of the stress, we use true stress, :
Using the stress-strain data, Young's modulus, E, was deter mined for each of the specimen in liquid water at the specified temperature. Also, we determine the total volumetric strain due to water uptake from the swelling measurements in three directions and convert this measure to the polymer volume fraction of the sample, i.e.:
The (initial) dry thickness was set to the thickness measured after the specimens dried in a vacuum furnace at 50 • C for 2 h. In addition to the monotonic tensile tests establishing the ex situ constitutive response during loading, we conducted a limited set of time-dependent (ex situ) experiments of PFSA membranes in liquid water to investigate the relaxation behavior. These relaxation tests were conducted at room temperature (T = 25 • C) with strain ratios of ε 0 = 0.2 and 0.5. The strain ratios were imposed at the beginning of the relaxation tests and held throughout the relaxation period, while the change in the stress was continuously monitored.
Experimental results
The in-plane swelling in liquid water for the machine direction is graphed in Fig. 2 together with the previously reported swelling in humid air at various relative humidities and selected tempera tures [1] . The graphs show the average values of the five measured specimens and in each case, the standard deviation is less than 10% of the average. The swelling coefficient (the slope of the curve) increases with increasing humidity (Fig. 2) . The membrane swells almost twice as much in liquid water as in humid air at 90% relative humidity. We note an increase in the swelling strain with increas ing temperature for a given relative humidity (Fig. 2 ). This effect is far greater than expected from thermal expansion alone since the thermal strain of PFSA membranes in this temperature range is on the order of 0.01 [41] . Therefore, the results suggest that the water sorption behavior of PFSA membranes is affected directly by humidity and temperature.
Swelling strains of PFSA membrane in liquid water are depicted as a function of temperature in Fig. 3 in all three directions; i.e. machine, transverse and thickness. These swelling strains cor respond to water volume fractions of w = 0.39-0.44 at room temperature, in agreement with values reported in the literature [18, 25, 26, 36, 37, 42] . The increase in length due to water uptake is larger along the transverse direction than the machine direction, although the trends are similar. Our measurements suggest that the swelling of PFSA membranes in liquid water is nearly isotropic. Fig. 4 shows the typical engineering stress-strain behavior for the PFSA membrane along the machine direction at four temper- atures in liquid water. The curves shift monotonically downward with increasing temperature, corresponding to a decrease in ten sile stiffness and strength as the temperature increases. This temperature-driven decrease in stiffness and strength was also observed in the tests conducted in water vapor (humid air) condi tions as discussed in Ref. [1] . Since an increase in the temperature causes higher swelling strains ( Fig. 3) , the temperature-driven soft ening mechanisms in the swollen polymer may be attributed to the increasing mobility of polymer chains at elevated temperatures. Selected results from our previous tests in water vapor (humid air) [1] are compared to tests in liquid water in Fig. 5 . The initial stiff ness decreases with increasing humidity and reaches the lowest level in liquid water. However, in the next section we will show that, the constitutive response of the PFSA membrane appears to be fundamentally different in liquid water than in water vapor. We note here the importance of using the correct (water swollen) cross-sectional area in the stress calculations: stress-strain curves determined without properly correcting for the swollen area (i.e. force divided by dry area) incorrectly show an apparent higher strain-hardening in liquid water than in water vapor (humid air). Young's modulus is determined by measuring the slope of the initial linear response (as detailed in Ref. [1] ) of each engineering stress-strain curve, and is summarized at selected temperatures in Fig. 6 . The experimental data previously obtained in humid air at various temperatures and humidities [1] are included for compar ison. The results suggest that Young's modulus is lower in liquid water than in 90% humid air, and indicates a continuous decrease with increasing water content (Fig. 6 ). However, in liquid water, the effect of temperature on Young's modulus is less pronounced when compared to that in humid air (Fig. 6 ).
The tensile relaxation data for PFSA membranes immersed in liquid water at T = 25 • C are depicted in Fig. 7 . The membranes reach different equilibrium stresses under different applied strains. When the applied strain is increased by a factor of 2.5 (from 0.2 to 0.5) the equilibrium stress increases only by a factor of 2, which indi cate a strain-dependent relaxation response. This behavior will be discussed in Section 4.3. 5 . Engineering stress as a function of engineering strain for tensile tests con ducted at various relative humidities [1] and in liquid water at 25
• C in the machine direction. • C are compared to the experimental data (machine direc tion). 2 − 1/, for vapor-equilibrated (at four relative humidities, from [1] ) and liquid-equilibrated PFSA membrane plot ted at T = 25
• C (transverse direction).
Discussion of experimental results
In our previous work, we showed that the constitutive response of PFSA membranes in water vapor (humid air) corresponds to that of semicrystalline polymers [30] . This behavior includes an initial linear (Hookean) regime, followed by the onset of nonlinearity (which can be associated with the initiation of yield ing) and strain-induced hardening at larger strains [1] [2] [3] 6, 30] . A modified form of the G'Sell-Jonas (GJ) constitutive model for semicrystalline polymers accurately describes the experimental tensile test data obtained at various humidities, especially at low strains and low humidities [30] . However, the accuracy of the GJ model predictions decreases at large-deformations (ε > 0.5). In addition, the GJ model fails to capture the tensile response of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membrane, suggesting that the liquidequilibrated PFSA membrane does not exhibit the characteristic features of a semicrystalline polymer.
Haward and Thackray [43, 44] developed a model to describe the large strain response of semicrystalline thermoplastics. This model assumes that the large plastic strains can be modeled using equations describing rubber elasticity. For uniaxial tension of semicrystalline polymers subjected to large plastic strains, the Haward-Thackray constitutive relation is [43] :
where is the true stress, Y is the extrapolated yield limit, G T is the strain-hardening modulus, and = ε pl ≈ 1 + ε is the plastic stretch which can be approximated by the total stretch for materials with small elastic strains. In semicrystalline polymers, the second term predicts the hardening corresponding to the plastic deformation. However, in an ideal rubber, Y → 0 and it follows that the second term in Eq. (7) characterizes the elastic response of an ideal, Gaus sian material. 2 In this case, G T becomes the shear modulus of the ideal rubber, G.
Experimental stress data for vapor-equilibrated [1] and liquidequilibrated Nafion ® 112 membrane are plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of 2 − 1/ at 25 • C for the transverse direction. In this 2 A Gaussian material is a hypothetical polymer network in which the end-to end distance of the polymer chains can be represented by a Gaussian distribution function. work, we will assume that the onset of nonlinearity corresponds to the yield limit, Y. The yield limit, Y, can be obtained empirically by extrapolating the linear response (after the onset of yielding) back to zero strain. Fig. 8 shows that a non-vanishing Y vap is obtained for vapor-equilibrated membranes using this method. However, the yield limit in liquid water, Y liq , is very low suggesting a response similar to the elastomers for liquid-equilibrated membrane. Thus, even though PFSA is not an elastomer, the constitutive response used for modeling rubbery behavior can be used for describing the constitutive response of PFSAs with high water content.
The relationship between the yield limit, Y, and the polymer vol ume fraction, p , at room temperature (Fig. 9) can be characterized by the following empirical relationship:
where the model parameters Y dry = 7.17 MPa and m = 2.67 are the yield limit of the membrane in dry state ( p = 1) and power expo nent, respectively, for transverse direction. In liquid water, the yield limit is approximately 1.5 MPa independent of the temperature (Fig. 10) . In addition, the hardening behavior for vapor-swollen PFSA membranes appears to be independent of humidity ( Fig. 8) (Fig. 8) . Furthermore, the decrease in the hardening mod liq ulus in liquid water, G T , with increasing temperature, T (Fig. 10) can be described empirically by the affine relationship:
T In summary, a continuous decrease in the onset of initial non linearity is observed with increasing temperature and swelling, Y vap→liq (T, p ). from humid air to liquid water conditions, Y vap→liq = However, in liquid water, the effect of temperature on the yield limit vanishes, Y liq (T) = Y liq , see Fig. 10 . In contrast, the hardening modulus appears to be constant in humid air independent of the temperature and swelling, G vap (T, p ) = G vap , whereas it increases
in liquid water G (as can be seen from the slope of the T T curves in Fig. 8 ), and exhibits temperature dependence (see Eq. (9)). Together, these results suggest that the constitutive response of the liquid-equilibrated membrane changes significantly com pared to that of vapor-equilibrated membranes, especially for low to moderate strains. Thus, in summary, important aspects of the constitutive response of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes include that the onset of nonlinearity is not readily discernable (i.e. a very low yield limit, Y liq ), and that the hardening modulus is higher than that of vapor-equilibrated membranes. In the following, we will further investigate this type of constitutive behavior by comparing to the standard models of rubber-like polymers.
Theoretical models for constitutive response of rubber-like polymers
Inspection of the stress-strain curves obtained for the PFSA membrane in liquid water indicate a clear similarity to the response observed for rubber-like polymers subjected to largedeformations, even though PFSA membrane is not a rubber. We do not claim that PFSA membrane is a typical rubber. We will rather show here that the constitutive equations developed for such behavior capture our experimental data for the liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes quite well. In this section, we will briefly review the most commonly used theories of rubber-like deformation and in the next section we will compare these equations to our experi mentally obtained data.
Various theoretical models have been proposed to capture the large-deformation behavior of rubber-like materials. Early models include formulations based on statistical theory of rubber elastic ity by James and Guth [45, 46] and Mooney [38] ; as well as strain energy formulations by Rivlin [39] and later by Ogden [40] . Addi tional models have been introduced over time (for example, Weiner and Gao [47] , Treloar [48] , Boyce and Arruda [49] , James and Guth [50] , Meissner [51] and Bloch et al. [52] [53] [54] ). Limited informa tion is available on the time-dependent deformation behavior of the vapor-equilibrated PFSA membranes [4, 27] . Our preliminary results suggest a highly nonlinear mechanical behavior for PFSA membranes in liquid water, but a full investigation on the timedependence is left as a subject for future studies.
Mooney-Rivlin theory and formulation
According to Rivlin [39] , the strain energy function for an incom pressible elastomer can be written as a function of the first and second strain invariants. For uniaxial extension of an incompress ible, isotropic material, let the stretch ratio in the direction of the applied force be . Then, true stress, , can be written as [38, 39, 48] :
where C 1 , C 2 are the two empirical material constants. For the spe cial case of C 2 = 0, Eq. (10) represents the behavior of a Gaussian polymer chain network. The term C 2 represents the deviation from this idealized behavior [38, 48] . Eq. (10) can be rewritten in the following form:
where rs is the reduced stress (or Mooney stress [38] ). The plot of reduced stress as a function of the reciprocal stretch ratio, 1/, corresponds to a straight line with a slope of 2C 2 for an ideal Mooney-Rivlin (MR) material. The two-parameter Mooney equa tion is based on the assumption that the material behavior is linear elastic in simple shear [38] . Therefore, for an isotropic, incompress ible material obeying Eq. (11), Young's modulus is E = 6(C 1 + C 2 ).
Ogden's formulation
Ogden proposed an alternative strain energy formulation for the elastic behavior of rubbery polymers in terms of the principal extension ratios rather than the strain invariants [40] . For uniaxial deformation, the true stress, , in the stretching direction can be described as [40] :
n where n , ˛n are empirical material parameters. For a physi cally reasonable response, the inequality n˛n > 0 must be satisfied [40] . For pure shear, Eq. (12) suggests n˛n = 2G, with G being the shear modulus. This is consistent with the classical theory of isotropic elasticity.
Using the Ogden model (OM), a more accurate representation of the deformation behavior of a polymer can be obtained by including additional material parameters. This requires more than one type of experiment. However, Ogden showed that a reasonable prediction of the tensile behavior of rubber-like materials can usually be made with just a few terms [40] .
Nonlinear viscoelasticity of rubber-like polymers
In order to model the measured relaxation behavior (Fig. 7) we will briefly investigate the theory of viscoelasticity as applied to rubber-like polymers. Time-dependent, nonlinear deformation of rubber-like materials is not well-established due to the com plex nature of the problem [55, 56] . Here, the term nonlinear refers to the stress-strain response. In viscoelasticity, the term linearity also refers to the time-dependence, which is associated with the use of the Boltzmann superposition principle [55] [56] [57] . According to this principle, the response at the current time, t, is the sum of the responses to all strains or excitations applied previously. Experimental observations suggest that time-dependent linear ity generally holds for most rubber-like materials even when the stress-strain response is nonlinear [52] . Chang et al. [53, 58] pro posed a phenomenological description for the large-deformation, nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of rubbery materials by decou pling the effects of time and strain, and introducing a generalized (finite) strain measure into the Boltzmann superposition integral Fig. 11 . Mooney-Rivlin (MR) plot (reduced stress as a function of reciprocal stretch ratio) for the uniaxial tensile test data of PFSA membranes (A) swollen at various humidities [1] and in water at 25
• C for transverse direction; and (B) for liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes at four temperatures. Markers are the experimental data and solid lines are the model prediction (transverse direction). [52, 53] , i.e.:
where ˛ is the strain parameter characterizing the nonlinear stress-stretch response, (t) is a continuous function of time, and E(t) is the tensile relaxation modulus, characterizing the timedependent nature of the response. According to this model, any nonlinearity in the deformation behavior originates from the non linearity in the stress-strain response. Note that the nonlinear stress-strain response is similar in form to that proposed by Ogden [40] (Eq. (12)). In a relaxation test, stretch is first increased to (t 0 ) = 0 and then held constant throughout the relaxation period (t > t 0 ). For this relaxation period, the relaxation stress becomes:
[ ]
The tensile relaxation modulus will be represented here by a Maxwell standard linear solid (SLS) rheological model, consisting of a linear spring element of stiffness E eq , in parallel with a Maxwell element (i.e. another linear spring with stiffness E 2 in series with a Newtonian dashpot). The first spring characterizes the equilibrium response of the material which is proportional to the equilibrium modulus, E eq . The governing equation for the constitutive response of the SLS model is a first-order differential equation in time [57] . The relaxation modulus can be obtained from the solution of the governing equation for the SLS model:
where is the viscosity of the dashpot with units of MPa s. Thus, the decay in the relaxation stress with time can be determined by Eq. (14) with the help of the relaxation modulus defined in Eq. (15).
Results for constitutive response of liquid swollen PFSA
Using Mooney-Rivlin model
Mooney-Rivlin plots, i.e. reduced stress as a function of 1/, of the PFSA membrane investigated are depicted in Fig. 11A , based on the results of tensile tests conducted at various humidities [1] and in water at room temperature (25 • C) (presented in Section 2.2).
The response is clearly not linear for the vapor-equilibrated mem branes. Thus, independent of the humidity, the material response does not capture the Mooney-Rivlin material model (Eq. (10)). In fact, we showed previously [30] that this material behavior may be captured by a modified form of the G'Sell-Jonas model for semicrystalline polymers. However, the Mooney-Rivlin plot for liquid-equilibrated membrane is approximately linear, indi cating a correspondence to the material model suggested by Mooney-Rivlin. An approximate linear response is observed at all temperatures investigated in the range of 0.4 < 1/ < 0.85 (Fig. 11B) , corresponding to strains ranging from approximately 0.15 up to the break strain of between 2.0 and 2.5. We note that the break strains for liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes are much lower than for typical rubbery polymers [48] . This observation eliminates the need for more sophisticated models based on nonGaussian representation, since the models based on the Gaussian network assumption were shown to deviate from the experimen tal uniaxial stress-stretch data at higher elongations (ε > 2.0-2.5) [48, 49, 51] . The empirical constants C 1 and C 2 obtained from the Mooney-Rivlin plots of the experimental data are depicted in Fig. 12 as a function of temperature. 
Using Ogden's model
We conducted a least squares fit of Ogden's model (Eq. (12)) to the tensile test data of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membrane and there was no discernable difference between the results obtained for using different numbers of Ogden parameters in the range n = 1, 2 and 3. Thus, for simplicity, we will only show the results for n = 1 for which the material parameters are depicted in Fig. 12 and corresponding stress-stretch plots are shown in Fig. 13 . Since the best-fit model parameters are both negative at all temperatures, the uniaxial stress-stretch relation can be rearranged into
We note that Ogden's model fits our experimental data signifi cantly better than the Mooney-Rivlin model does.
Investigation of relaxation behavior
So far, we have discussed the behavior of PFSA membrane during monotonic loading. We will now investigate whether the rubber-like behavior is retained during unloading. To this end, we use Eq. (14) together with the relaxation modulus defined in Eq. (15) to reproduce the experimentally obtained relaxation stress for the liquid-equilibrated PFSA membrane. Fig. 7 shows that the model predicts the experimental relaxation stress well for both tests. The membrane reaches steady-state relatively quickly and the equilibrium stress increases when the applied strain (stretch) increases. However, increasing the strain imposed at the beginning of relaxation test by a factor of 2.5 leads to only a doubling of the equilibrium stress. This suggests a stress-strain nonlinearity, which allows us to estimate the strain parame ter ˛ in Eq. (14) . Interestingly, the value of ˛ found from the relaxation tests is close to the one obtained from the predic tion of Ogden's model (Eq. (16)) under the same test conditions (for the machine direction at T = 25 • C, see Fig. 12 ). This similar ity indicates that the time-independent stress-strain response in Eq. (14) is approximately the same for both models. The best-fit material parameters for the relaxation modulus are found to be E eq = 33 MPa, E 2 = 20.5 MPa and = 1100 MPa s. Consequently, the experimental results suggest that nonlinearity must be considered when modeling the time-dependent deformation behavior of PFSA membranes.
Discussion
Interpretation of the material parameters C 1 and C 2
The experimental results suggest that, even though PFSA is not an elastomer, the constitutive response used for modeling rubbery behavior can be used for describing the constitutive response of PFSAs with high water content. We will in this section discuss how the material parameters for these models might be interpreted.
Although Ogden's model successfully reproduces the exper imental data, it is worth briefly discussing the parameters of Mooney-Rivlin model, C 1 and C 2 , whose physical interpretation have been investigated as applied to other polymers [48, 51, 59] . C 1 is commonly identified as the modulus of an ideal network, which is related to the structure and molecular weight of the mate rial [47, 48, 59, 60] , whereas C 2 may be attributed to the deviation from this ideal network behavior due to the non-affine deforma tion of the entanglements formed by the physical and chemical crosslinks [59] . For the PFSA membrane investigated in this study, C 1 decreases with increasing temperature (Fig. 12) , exhibiting a similar trend to that seen for Young's modulus with temperature (Fig. 6) . Furthermore, the low values of C 1 (<1 MPa), especially at elevated temperatures, may be an indication of enhanced chain mobility due to high water content and proximity to the glass tran sition temperature, which is around 95-105 • C [5, 29, 61] .
Even though a well-established physical interpretation of the C 2 term is not available, C 2 has generally been shown [47, 48, 59, 62] to diminish with increasing water uptake and eventually van ishing at high swelling. This suggests that swelling reduces the deviation of a Mooney-Rivlin material from the ideal rubber. However, the effect of swelling is not investigated since in this work, within the context of rubber elasticity, only the liquidequilibrated Nafion ® membrane (for which the water volume fraction, w > 0.40) exhibits rubber-like behavior. The deformation behavior of the vapor-equilibrated membranes at low water con tents ( w < 0.20) is similar to semicrystalline polymers, and C 1 and C 2 are consequently not defined for these conditions. In addition, C 2 appears to be independent of temperature in the range tested (Fig. 12) . Furthermore, the ratio C 2 /C 1 increases with decreasing C 1 for the Nafion ® 112 membrane in the present study, similar to the trends seen in several other classes of rubbery materials [59] .
The elastic moduli of the liquid-equilibrated membrane can be estimated from the best-fit model parameters (Fig. 12) using the relations E OM = 3 1˛1 /2 for Ogden's model and E MR = 6(C 1 + C 2 ) for the Mooney-Rivlin model. These moduli represent the slope of the low strain (<0.05) portion of the stress-strain curve. However, the measured Young's moduli (Fig. 6) represent the tangent to the ini tial stress-strain curve and are higher than those predicted by these models. This difference may also be interpreted as the deviation from rubber elasticity model at very low strains, and may be due to the assumptions of the models which neglect the other higher order effects [48, 63] .
Constitutive response of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membrane
Our experimental observations suggest that the water content (or swelling) of a membrane in liquid water is much higher than that of a membrane saturated with water vapor at high relative humidities (90-95% RH), consistent with the trends reported in the literature [25, 26, 42] . This apparent difference in swellingwhich can be associated with Schroeder's Paradox -alters the deformation behavior of the membrane significantly. Furthermore, findings in this work on liquid-equilibrated membranes, together with the results from our previous work on the vapor-equilibrated membranes [30] , suggest that the characteristic features of the stress-strain behavior of PFSA membrane appears to be fundamen tally different in liquid water than in saturated water vapor.
PFSA membranes have a PTFE-like backbone with attached perfluorinated side chains [32, [64] [65] [66] . Thus, by assuming that the PTFE-like backbone of the swollen PFSA membrane exhibits simi lar deformation behavior to that of PTFE, we can explain some of our experimental observations for the PFSA membrane by using the reported data on the mechanical behavior of PTFE [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] .
First, we note that the yield limit, Y, and hardening modulus, G, for PTFE (which is the backbone of PFSA) at 21 • C were reported to be 13.5 and 5.0 MPa, respectively [43] . Both values are almost twice that of dry PFSA, see Eqs. (8) and (9) . A similar relationship between the moduli of PTFE and dry PFSA was discussed in our previous work [72] . We also observe that the temperature-driven decrease in Young's Modulus of PTFE [67, 68, 71] is similar to that observed for PFSA membranes at low humidities (Fig. 6) .
The morphology of a highly swollen PFSA has been described in the literature as comprised of crystalline rod-like aggregates, with water domains among them [32] . Upon stretching the PFSA, these rods will naturally orient into the stretching direction. Also, it has been noted that the deformation mechanisms in PTFE may be dominated by the orientation of the amorphous regions together with a secondary slip mechanisms within the crystalline regions [67] . Rae and Brown [67] suggested that high crystallinity in PTFE leads to an increase in stiffness at small strains. On the contrary, at large strains, lower crystallinity results in higher stiffness, since less additional deformation can be accommodated in the oriented amorphous regions of a low-crystalline PTFE. For PFSA membranes, both Young's modulus and yield limit (at onset of initial nonlin earity) decrease significantly with increasing water content (from vapor-to-liquid transition) which may be attributed to an overall decrease in the crystallinity of the membrane (e.g. Y liq < Y vap , see Figs. 6 and 9). However, liquid-equilibrated membrane exhibits more hardening at large strains than vapor-equilibrated mem liq > G vap branes (e.g. G , see Fig. 8 ). This could be due to the role of T T the increasing volume fraction of amorphous regions in the liquidequilibrated membranes analogous to the behavior described in Rae and Brown [67] . Another hypotheses for the increase in hardening in PFSA membranes could be proposed based on the observations for the mechanical behavior of porous materials: it is suggested that a low amount of water absorbed by the system might act as a plasti cizer at low strains (e.g. a continuous decrease in Young's modulus with increasing water content as shown in Fig. 6 ), whereas an anti-plasticizer effect can be seen at high strains in the form of hard ening due to an increase in the structural order requiring more energy for the deformation and fracture [73, 74] . Even though we have observed an increase in the hardening behavior of PFSA mem branes in liquid water, we also have found that deformation energy (area under the stress-strain curve) of PFSA membranes does not increase significantly when immersed in liquid water. Thus, val idation of this hypothesis requires additional experimental work that focuses on the fracture behavior of the PFSA membrane and is therefore left for future work.
The crystallinity of EW 1100 PFSA membranes has been shown to range between 3 and 12% depending on the water absorption and processing techniques [36, 75, 76] and is reported to decrease with increasing water content [36, 75, 76] . Recently, Kim et al. [36] studied the nanostructure of PFSA membranes through smallangle neutron scattering experiments. They observed no apparent crystalline structure for highly swollen ( w ≈ 0.36) Nafion ® 112 membranes, whereas crystalline features was observed for thicker Nafion ® membranes, which might be associated with the effect of thickness on the rate of crystallization. This lends support to the explanation of the role of oriented amorphous regions on the hard ening behavior of liquid-equilibrated PFSA at large-deformations discussed above. We propose therefore that the liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes with high water volume fraction ( w > 40) can be considered as an amorphous polymer exhibiting characteristic fea tures of elastomers, and their deformation behavior can therefore be modeled using the theories of rubber elasticity.
Concluding remarks
We have investigated the large-deformation tensile behav ior of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes. Experimental data was obtained through tensile testing of Nafion ® 112 membranes immersed in liquid water at various temperatures in a custom-built temperature-controlled water bath. We observed a clear transition in the constitutive response of the membrane equilibrated in water vapor at high humidities to that in equilibrium with liquid water.
Our previous work [30] showed that vapor-equilibrated PFSA membranes exhibit semicrystalline-like deformation behavior, i.e. the stress-strain curves have three distinct features: (i) lin ear elastic (Hookean) regime, (ii) onset of initial nonlinearity which can be associated with a yield limit, followed by (iii) strain-hardening regime. However, in liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes, a transition between the initial linear and subse quent nonlinear behavior is not readily discernable. Instead, the deformation is less semicrystalline-like and more rubber-like. Con sequently, even though PFSA is not an elastomer, the constitutive response used for modeling rubbery behavior can be used for describing the constitutive response of PFSAs with high water con tent.
We show that the theoretical models of Mooney-Rivlin and Ogden capture the large-deformation uniaxial tensile behavior of liquid-equilibrated PFSA membranes in the temperature range of 25-85 • C. These models do not capture the constitutive response of the vapor-equilibrated membranes. Moreover, the models and experiments both show that Young's modulus and yield limit reduce with increasing temperature and water content. However, the strain-hardening modulus of liquid-equilibrated membrane at large strains is higher than that of vapor-equilibrated membranes. This stiffening mechanism observed at higher strains might be attributed to the increase in the fraction of amorphous regions (with negligible crystalline domains) upon equilibration with liq uid water. Consequently, even though PFSA membranes may not be considered as a typical rubbery polymer, the experimental evidence suggests that the membrane, when immersed in water, becomes amorphous and exhibits rubber-like deformation behavior.
These observations are of critical importance in understand ing the long-term response of these materials in electrochemical devices where liquid water may form, such as PEM fuel cells. In addition, when building models to predict this response, the math ematical relationships describing rubber elasticity, along with the empirical constants detailed in this work, may be used in the models. We believe that this work may provide some insight into the long-standing debate on Schroeder's Paradox from a mechan ics perspective, in that the membrane exhibits distinctly different material response for the two conditions. However, additional work is needed to fully elucidate the behavior.
